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Lamont Review: 
 

Set in a futuristic world where terrible monsters, called Hollows, keep appearing through the 
cracks, and our main character Priscilla Daalman, junior Hollow Warrior, is just starting to uncover 
her powers. 
 

Priscilla comes from a long line of great female Hollow Warriors, and her Geema (Grandma) is their  
current leader. Priscilla thinks her power to sense the presence of Hollows is pretty pathetic really, 
but little does she know how her powers will develop... 
 

Can Priscilla become a great Hollow Warrior? And who is her mysterious new love interest, Bastian? 
 

Much is uncovered, but in the end we are left eagerly awaiting Book 2 in the series. 
 

This good versus evil fantasy thriller has themes of global change, romance, finding your inner    
power, trust and family, and is a great read for all those 14+. 
 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

 

Blurb: 

A firecracker urban fantasy about the youngest daughter of a family of women warriors, and the 
power she wishes she had…  

Seventeen-year-old Priscilla Daalman’s entire family are Hollow Warriors – legendary monster 
hunters charged with killing evil beasts from beyond our universe. She’s desperate to live up to that 
legacy, but she’s convinced neither she, nor her superpower – the ability to sense Hollow energy – 
is up to the task.  

But when Priscilla attempts a desperate ritual to enhance her abilities, she accidentally triggers a 
frightening new power: the power to summon monsters from the Hollow itself. Now, Priscilla must 
protect her loved ones – her heartbroken ex-girlfriend, her mysterious new boyfriend, even her 
fierce warrior family – from supernatural monsters, and also from herself. Because if her power 
gets out, all hell will break loose… and Priscilla will risk losing everything.   
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